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*For regions outside North America replace “-NA” with: “-EU” for Europe, “-UK” for United Kingdom and “-AU” for Australia/China.

Carrying Accessories (Continued)

GA-CH-2
Chest Harness
Keep the detector secure to your chest and close to the breathing zone.  
Mobility is not hampered with the Chest Harness. The harness is secured around  
the user’s shoulders and torso.

GA-ARM-1
Arm Band
Comfortably secure the detector to your arm with the Arm Band accessory to  
ensure it is worn close to the breathing zone without hampering mobility.  
The alligator clip on the detector attaches easily to the Arm Band.

Power Accessories

XT-C01-MC5
Multi-Unit Cradle Charger
Simultaneously charge 5 detectors with the Multi-Unit Cradle Charger. Simply slip 
detectors into the charger and wait for the battery icon on the LCD to indicate the 
battery is fully charged.

GA-PA-1-MC5-NA*
Multi-Unit Power Adaptor
Simultaneously charge 5 detectors with the Multi-Unit Power Adaptor. Simply connect 
each adaptor to a detector’s charging/IR interface and wait for the  
battery icon on the LCD to indicate the battery is fully charged.

GA-VPA-1
Vehicle Power Adaptor
Charge your detector easily anywhere you go with the Vehicle Power Adaptor.  
Suitable for 12V applications. Simply connect the adaptor to the detector’s  
charging/IR interface and charging port and wait for the battery icon on the LCD to 
indicate the battery is fully charged.

GA-PA-3
12-24 Vdc Direct-Wire Power Adaptor
Connect directly to a 12V or 24V power system with the 12-24 Vdc Direct-Wire 
Power Adaptor. Simply connect the adaptor to the detector’s charging/IR interface.

GA-PA-1-NA*
Replacement Power Adaptor
Ensure your detector is charged and ready for use with the IR power adaptor. Simply con-
nect the adaptor to the detector’s charging/IR interface and wait for the battery icon on 
the LCD to indicate the battery is fully charged. Included with detector.

www.CanarySense.caShop for Gas products online at: 1.800.561.8187




